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ABSTRACT
Automotive air conditioning systems are subject to constantly
changing operation conditions and steady state simulations
are not sufficient to describe the actual performance. The
refrigerant mass migration during transient events such as
clutch-cycling or start-up bas a direct impact on the transient
performance. It is therefore necessary to develop simulation
tools which can accurately predict the migration of the
reiTigerant mass. To this end a dynamic model of an
automotive air conditioning system is presented in this paper
using a switched modeling framework. Model validation
against experimental results demonstrates that the developed
modeling approach is able to describe the transient behaviors
of the system, and also predict the reiTigerant mass migration
among system components during compressor shut-down and
start-up (stop-start) cycling operations. To further investigate
the potential of the dynamic modeling tools, two simulation
examples of evaluating the system performance are given in
the paper: (i) impact of system component variations on the
reiTigerant mass migration; and (ii) control implementation
for the system start-up performance improvement.

INTRODUCTION
Automotive air conditioning systems in actual vehicles are
subject to constantly changing operation conditions, many
start-ups over their lifetime and, for clutch cyc ling systems,
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repetitive stop-start operations of the compressor. To evaluate
the performance of air conditioning systems under these
transient conditions requires expensive experimental
measurements. Computer simulations can reduce the time and
expenses required for experimentation but need to represent
the dynamics of the real system.
The correct prediction of the refrigerant mass migration
during the dynamic operations is paramount, since refrigerant
mass migration affects the transient performance of air
conditioning systems W- The redistribution of refrigerant
mass either at start-up or during clutch cycling results in
energy losses . Both, Wand and Wu W and Peuker and
Hrnjak 11], provide experimental data demonstrating that
compressor energy, and hence energy losses, can be reduced
by preventing refrigerant mass migration during the
compressor shut-down period. Both investigations show the
importance of predicting the movement of refrigerant mass
accurately. Therefore dynamic simulations matching only
pressure and temperature developments are not sufficient to
faithfully represent real systems.
Peuker and Hrnjak [1] present experimentally measured dalll
of pressure temperature and the migration of reiTigerant mass
for an automotive fixed orifice tube system during the
compressor stop-start operation. Their data provides a
baseline to validate the capability of dynamic simulations to
predict t he refrigerant mass migration. A dynamic model of

the automotive air conditioning system used by Peuker and
Hmjak [1] has been developed using the modeling framework
ofLi and Alleyne llJ.
In this paper, the dynamic model of the automotive air
conditioning system is descri bed and mod e l validation
against experimental data from 1±1 demonstrates the validity
of the developed model in capturin g the refrigerant mass
migration during the stop-start operation.
imulation
e amples are presented to show the potential benefits of the
dynamic modeling tools in representing the real vehicle
system dynamics. Finall y, a conclusion section summarizes
the main points of the paper.

EXPERIME TAL SYSTEM
The experimental system used for transient modeling and
validation is an Rl34a automotive air conditioni ng system
consisting of the following compo nents: com pressor,
condenser, fi ed orifice tube , e aporator and accumulator.
The components are installed into the e perimental facility
1.1.1 with the same difference in ertical height as in the
vehicle. The schematic of the e peri mental system is shown
in Figure I. As seen in Figure I ball valves are in tailed on
either side of each component and, by closing these ball
valves simultaneously, the refrigerant mass can be trapped in
each section. The published experimental data in I±J are used
for the validation of the dynami c model prese nted in this
paper. The reader i r ferred to
ppendi
for brief
descriptions of the expe rimental system components, and
detailed specifications are provided in [iJ. The accuracy and
repeatability of the refrigerant mass measurement are verified
by Peuker [§] and more information about th e e pe rimental
system set-up the refrigerant mass measurement method,
experimental re ults and analysis can be found in [i][§J.

SYSTEM MODELING
This section is divided into three parts . Using the switched
~odeling framework from W. the compon nt model are
tntroduced first for simulating the stop-start transients of the
automotive air conditioning system. econd, method to
calculate the refri gerant mass in each component are
prese nted , and the third part illustrate the simulati on
environment.

COMPONENT MODELING
The automotive air conditioning sy tern as hown in figure 1
is s ubdivided into four components, each of which is
discussed below.

Heat exchangers
Most of the attention in the system modeling is paid to the
heat exchangers , both condenser and evaporator. ince the
compressor stop -start operation pr duce
ery larg
transients, a switched moving-boundary modeling frameworJ..
is developed and presented in W to describe the r frigerant
transient responses. In particular, the heat exchangers are
developed to accommodate different mod I repre entations .
The dynamic state vectors in Equations (I l and ill repre ent
the condenser and e aporator condition at each in tant in
time. T he pseudo-state technique Ill i applied to maintain
the uniform state vector, independent of model
representations. The state derivative equation i formulated in
a nonlinear descriptor form given in Equation C3l, and each
mod e l representation has its own coefficient matri Z(x,u)
and forcing function /(i,z7) for taring thermod namic
variables, and mass and energy balance term . An ad antage
of thi s approach is the tracking of the apor and liquid
refri gerant dynami c states in nume~ical sir~1Uiatio~s while
ensuring refrigerant mass con ervatton dunng
ttch in
sys tem model representation s.
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Figure I. Schematic oftile experimental sy tem.

Based on the swi tched modeling method and e~perimental
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[l). The reader is referred to [i]fl] for detailed descriptions
about the derivations of air-side and refrigerant-side
governing equations in the different model representations for
the heat exchangers, as well as switching schemes to simulate
the stop-start dynamics.

(4}

Switched moving-boundary
condenser model

Superheated

Two-phase

Sub-cooled

(5)

where the term ( UA)ac (Tomb - T0 c) represents the heal
transfer rate from the ambient air to the refrigerant inside tht
accumulator. The heat transfer is considered since 11
influences the refrigerant mass migration of the accumulator.

. ·.· .·-:-:·:·::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::

Fixed orifice tube and compre sor
Superheated

Two-phase

Superheated

Figure 2. Conde11ser model structure.

Since the dynamics of the mass flow devices (fi xed orifi e
tube and compressor) are generally an order of magnitude
faster than those of the heat exchangers [.[] , these rno
components are considered to be static models. The m~
flow rate across the fi ed orifice tube influences the
refrigerant pressure in both heat exchangers as well as the
refrigerant mass distribution during the stop-start transien ~.
Therefore, an accurate valve model is necessary. Equation !6!
is used to calculate the orifice mass flow rate, where the flo11
coefficient f is determined via a semi-empirical mapping
approach [[I , and the refrigerant density p,. is assumed to be a
function of the refrigerant inlet conditions (i.e., liquid-vapor
mixture, or vapor) to the orifice tube as given in {1) .

Switched moving-boundary
eva_Q()rator model
(6)

I.... · .. ·......... . ...... .
P,. =

Two-phase

p(P,,,hl.v )
(i)

Two-phase

Superheated

Figure 3. Evaporator model tructure.

The compressor model illustrated in [}] has been
demonstrated to predict the refrigerant mass flow after system
start-up with sufficient accuracy to be useful for simulation
purposes. The compressor mass flow rate is computed by:

Accumulator
The accumulator is a key component in the automotive air
conditioning system . Its primary function is to store excess
refrigerant mass to ensure system capacity over a large range
of operating conditions. Meanwhile , it captures two-phase
refrigerant thus preventing damage to the compressor. Two
dynamic states , refrigerant pressure Pac. and refrigerant
enthalpy hac. are defined to describe the refrigerant dynamics
inside the accumulator. By applying mass and energy
conservation principles, the governing equations are given
below.
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where Vk is the cylinder olume , Wk is the compressor speed.
and Pk is the refrigerant inlet density . The volumetric
efficiency 'll'o/ is found using a performance mappin_
approach similar to the one given in [[I.

REFRIGERANT MASS CALCULATIO
Approaches are exp lored here to evaluate the refrigerant mass
distribution behaviors in the stop-start operation. Poggi et al.
[2] presents a summary of available refrigerant mass
calculation methods in the literature. The authors in [2] al

point out that the major challenge is the mass evaluation in
tw(}-pbase components, such as heat exchangers . For general
numerical simulations, the refrigerant mass migration in each
system component can be obtained by Equation C9) with
known refrigerant inlet and outlet mass flow rate conditions.
An alternative way to evaluate the refrigerant mass
distribution in heat exchangers during transients is using the

r..

r.'

and
which is an integral form of a
mean void fraction
local void fraction. The Zivi local void fraction correlation
[!Q) is applied in this study. The two-phase and single-phase
(vapor or liquid) refrigerant mass calculations in the heat
exchangers are given in Equations (I 0) and UJ.l.

(9)

M,.•-pl•,,.....""-'

=(rpg+(1- f) pi )s,..,-pi,_Vac"""sor•

of three stop-start step changes in compressor speed (see
Figure 4) while maintaining the air flow rates across the heat
exchangers. The steps in the system inputs for the validation
are summarized in Table I alon g with the condenser and
evaporator air inlet temperature conditions. The first
compressor stop-start operations are identical to the
experimental scenario studied in [i). The three compre ssor
shut-down time periods are 3 minutes, 2 minutes and I
minute respectively.
1000

0

'--
0
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9
lime (min)
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12

15

- 18

Figure 4. Compressor speed input for validation.

(10)

Table I. System operating co11diJion for va/idaJioll.
(11)

The total refrigerant mass in the automotive air conditioning
system (see Figure I) is described below.

(12)

where the calculation of the single-phase refrigerant mass in
components, such as superheated vapor in pipes, is based on
the refrigerant density and component volume information.

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
To validate the refrigerant mass migration during the
compressor stop-start operations, the component models
described above, along with pipe models connecting each
component, are implemented in Thermosys 11], a Matlabl
Simulink toolbox for simulation. The pipe models calculate
Pressure drops between any two components . The inputs to
each model are generally the outputs of other component
models. For instance, the refrigerant inlet and outlet mass
now rates are the evaporator model inputs yet they
themselves are the outputs of the fixed orifice tube and
compressor model, respectively.
umerical solution
~rocedures on the switched heat exchanger models are given
In [1). Detailed information about the air-side and refrigerant
side heat transfer calculations in transients can be found in

Input
Compressor
soeed
Cond. air
mass flow rate
Evap. air mass
flow rate
Cond. air inlet
temoerature
Evap. air inlet
temoerature

Step time for
shut-down
130 s I 670 s
1970 s

Be to re
shut-dovm
900 rpm

Step time
for start-up
3 10 s /790 s
I 1030 s

0.525 kg/s
0 . 156 kg/s
35°C
35°C

The plots in Figures 5, §., L ~ 2 compare the experimental
results with the system model outputs and demon trate good
agreement. During the compress?r shut-down period , the
refrigerant migrates from the ha gh-pressure to the l ~w
pressure components through the fi ed orifice tube, wha ~h
results in the heat exchan ger press ure changes as see n an
Figures 5 and §.. The evaporator air outlet _temperature, as
shown in figure 7, increases towards the ambaent temperature
(3 5oq as the thermal mass of the heat exchang~r and
refrigerant mass inside approach an equilibrium ~ondiu o n . In
addition, the system model predicts the transaents of the
refrigerant mass flow rate across the compresso r at start-up
shown in Figure 9.

m.

MODEL VALIDATION
As mentioned earlier the refrigerant mass migration
experimental data presented in [i) are used for transient
Validation in the paper. The model validation study, consists
867
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Figure 11. Refrigerant mas migration in tlte low
pr sure component .
Figure 13 describes the dynamic swi tching of different model
representations in the condenser model structure (see Figure
lJ for this validation scenario, where relevant sw itching
criteria are discussed in [i). The condenser model switches
from the initial three-zone (superheated, two-phase and sub
cooled) model to the final one-zone (superheated) model
during the compressor shu t-down period. The vapor and
liquid refrigerant transients are tracked through the model
S\\itching techniques, which enables the calculation of
refrigerant mass variations using Equations (I Q) and L!.U.
The refrigerant mass migration in the condenser component is
given in Figure 14, while Figure 15 presents the refrigerant
migration inside the liquid tube component. However, it
should be noted here that the reversion of refrigerant flow
from the liquid tube to the condenser component durin g the
first 5 seconds of the shut-down period , which leads to a
temporary increase of the refrigerant mass ins ide the
condenser as reponed in [.i), is not captured by the system
model.
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Figure 14. R efrigerant mas migration In the conden er.
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Figure 15. R ejrigera11t ma

migration in the liquid t11bt>.

As shown in Figure 12, prior to system tan-up, over 80~o of
the tota.l refrigerant mass is located in the low-pressure
components (evaporator and accumulator), 56% of the t tal
refrigerant mass is in the accumulator. Figure 16 pre ents the
refrigerant mass mi gration in the accumulator. During the
first 60 seconds of the compressor stop period, the pre ure
gradient across the fixed orifice tube drives the refrigerant
mass into the evaporator and the accumulator. fler 60
seconds, the refri gerant mass migration to the accumul t r
continues as a result of the temperature gradient, nnd the
accumulator has the lowest temperature in the system during
this time frame . All the validation results demon tmte the
capability of the developed auto':"oti~e sy t~m mode.l . in
predicting the refrigerant mass m1grat10n durmg repetitiVe
stop-start operations of the compressor.

600

...."' 400

§

::;

L-----~3------~s------~9----~1~2----~1ss-----, s
0

Fi ure 13. Switching clremes in tile conden er.

Time (mon)

Figure 16. R efrigerant ma migration in tile
accunmlator.

SIMULATION EXAMPLE

.

.

· 1 f th dynam1c modeling

To further investigate the p.otenltlt~ o amples are given in
t d two s1 mu a ton
approach . presen e ~ t the system performance within
this section to evtiua e lions and control strategies.
different system con tgura
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from 0 to 00 rpm in I0, 30 and 90 econd , are pr~ntcd fllf
compari
on . The start-up compre or r. peeds are sholo\n m
.
mi ration 10 the
F1gure 19. The resulting refrigerant ma
conden er i pr ented in figure 20. In the ba5eline o,e the:
initial high compre sor mas flow rate (see hgure 9) d.lo\\
orifice tube mass flow rate explain the O\ er.hoot of the
refTig rant mass migration in the condenser in the fil'\t ~0
onds of the start-up.
can be cen in l.w!rs ~- the
o er boot phenomenon bee me le
ob.. iou ,, ith
or peed ran1ping time.
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[§]which determines a ratio of 2.04 for the baseline case and
2.33 for the 30 second compressor speed ramping case.
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Figure 21. Air-side cooling capacity during start-up for
ramping up cases.
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Future work will involve investigati ons for varyin g
temperature conditions and the effect on system start-up
performance, such as refrigerant mass migration among
system components during long system top period to
represent a vehicle parked overnight. Advan ced control
strategies to improve the automotive air conditioning y tern
performance upon varying operation conditi ons will be
another focus of future work .
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